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Abstract 

 
In this paper, the Direction of Arrival (DoA) of incident 

signals over the full azimuthal range is estimated with no 

direction ambiguity by the Time Modulated Circular Array 

(TMCA) employing the MUltiple SIgnal Classification 

(MUSIC) algorithm. The directions of multiple sources can 

be determined from the MUSIC spatial spectrum. The 

Mean Square Error (MSE) of the estimation approaches 

zero at high SNR. The Monte-Carlo simulations are 

exploited to demonstrate the accuracy of the method. The 

results are compared to the direction finding method based 

on the conventional Uniform Circular Array (UCA) with 

MUSIC algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Direction Finding (DF) has been extensively used in 

RADAR, SONAR, navigation, wireless communication 

and military applications. There are many DF methods 

classified as maximum likelihood algorithms and subspace 

based methods. Two main subspace based algorithms 

based on eigen decomposition are MUltiple SIgnal 

Classification (MUSIC) and Estimation of Signal 

Parameters via Rotational Invariance Techniques 

(ESPRIT) and both are highly accurate [1,2]. 

 

Adaptive arrays also called Smart Antennas have several 

advantages over traditional arrays like an increase in 

coverage, system capacity, robustness to multipath, and 

resistance to noise. The Time Modulated Antenna Array 

(TMAA) was first proposed in 1950’s [3]. The parameter 

“time” has been introduced as a fourth dimension in the 

antenna design. The RF switch periodically modulates the 

antenna elements which generates harmonics at the 

multiples of the switching frequency. These harmonics 

obtained using filters [4] are utilized for DoA estimation, 

ultralow sidelobe level, beamforming etc. The main 

advantages of TMAA are simple structure, low signal 

processing complexity and high precision. The circular 

array offers many advantages over linear arrays such as (i) 

electronic rotation of pattern in the azimuth with  360�  

coverage (ii) insensitive to mutual coupling (iii) identical 

beampattern since it has no edge elements [5]. The 

performance of different DF algorithms for the Uniform 

Circular Arrays (UCA) is investigated in [5]. 

  

Gang Li et al. introduced the MUSIC algorithm to Time 

Modulated Linear Arrays (TMLA) with unidirectional 

phase center motion scheme [6]. In 2020, a DoA estimation 

method to estimate the incident signal angle in the direction 

range of 360° based on TMCA using the power spectrum 

characteristics in parallel with the amplitude comparison 

method [7] is proposed.  In [7], the angular ambiguity is 

reduced through the amplitude comparison method without 

additional hardware by estimating the Sector of Arrival 

(SoA). Ma Y. et al., in 2022 proposed a novel 

underdetermined DOA estimation based on fourth-order 

cumulant MUSIC (FOC-MUSIC) in TMLA [8]. 

 

In this paper, TMCA is used with MUSIC algorithm to 

estimate the DoA in the full azimuthal range without 

estimating the SoA and with no direction ambiguity. The 

directions of multiple sources can also be estimated with 

high accuracy using this method. 

 

2. Theory 
 

Consider �  antenna elements placed uniformly along a 

circle of radius R centered at the origin of the x-y plane as 

shown in Figure 1. The elevation angles, � ∈ 	0, �� are 

measured downward from the z-axis, and the azimuthal 

angles,  ∈  	0, 2�� are measured counter-clockwise from 

the x-axis on the x-y plane. The angular position of the nth 

element of the array is given as 

 

                       �� = �������
� ,            � = 1,2, … . . , �         (1) 

 

The antenna elements are  connected to a high-speed RF 

switch and the  corresponding modulation function is given 

by 

            ����� = � 1,     �����
� � < � ≤ �

� �     0,                        #�ℎ%&'()%                 (2) 

 

where �  is the modulation period. Since ����� is periodic, 

it can be unfolded by Fourier series as 

                       ����� = ∑ +�,,%-��,./01,2�1                           (3) 



where 3  is the modulation frequency corresponding to �   and +�,,  is the coefficient of the mth harmonic 

component generated in the nth antenna element. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Block diagram of direction finding by �  -

element TMCA using MUSIC algorithm. 

 

The array factor of the TMCA is given as [9] 

43��, , �� = %-��560 7 ������

�2�
%-89 :;�< =>?�@�AB�    

                                                                                         (4) 

where CD  is the center frequency and  E is the 

corresponding wavenumber. We assume that the antenna 

array and the sources are co-planar  (� = 90D�, so the DoA 

estimation problem reduces to 1-D DoA estimation in the 

azimuthal plane. Now, the array factor becomes 

independent of the source elevation angle �. The equation 

(4) can be modified using equation (3) as  

43� , ��  = %-��560 7 7 +�,,%-��,./0
1
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                                                                                                  (5) 

Consider there are G  far-field narrowband non-coherent 

sources with the same carrier frequency incident on the 

TMCA . The received signal on the TMCA is given as 

 

H��� = 7 ������

�2�
I7 )J���K

J2�
%-89 =>?�@L�AB� + '����N  

(6)  

where  )J��� is the signal from the lth  source located at 

angle J  and '���� is the zero mean AWGN statistically 

independent to the incident signals. At each harmonic 

frequency CD + O3 , �O = 0, ±1, … . . , ±∞�,  the signals 

from all sources will generate sidebands. Therefore, the mth  

sideband signal can be expressed as 

H,���
=       %-��,./0 7 7 +�,,

K

J2�

�

�2�
R)J���%-89 =>?�@L�AB� +'����S 

(7) 

After bandpass filtering and downconverting the signal at CD + O3 , �O = 0, ±1, … . . , ±T�,  where T  is the 

maximum order of harmonics, the received signal is given 

as  

U,��� = 7 7 +�,,
K

J2�

�

�2�
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                                                                                         (8) 

The above equation can also be written in matrix form as           V�W� = X	YZ�W� + [�W�\,      W = 1,2, … . , �:               (9) 

 

where  �: is the number of samples taken; Y = 	]���, ]���, … . , ]�K�\ is the steering vector for 

the signals from G  sources, with ]^-_ =
`%-89 =>?^@a�Ab_, %-89 =>?^@a�Ac_, … . . , %-89 =>?^@a�Ad_ef .  Z�W� = 	)��W�, )��W�, … . . , )K�W�\fdenotes the signal vector; [�W� = 	'��W�, '��W�, … . . , '��W�\f  denotes the noise 

vector; 

V�W� = RU�g�W�, U�gh��W�, … . . , Ug�W�Sf
 is the received 

signal vector.   X is the harmonic characteristic matrix (HCM) of the order �2T + 1� × N whose elements are the  coefficients of 

fundamental and harmonic components of the switching 

waveform  �����.   

 

Let the eigen values of the covariance matrix of V be j; 
arranged in descending order and the corresponding eigen 

vectors be k;   �( = 1,2, … . ,2T + 1). The largest  G eigen 

vectors  span the signal subspace and the remaining eigen 

vectors span the noise subspace. Due to the orthogonality 

of signal subspace and noise subspace,  the MUSIC spatial 

spectrum is given by [6] 

                        l�� = �
mn� @�XnododnXm� @�                      (10) 

 

where  ]�� is the steering vector for all angles and p�  is 

the noise subspace given by p� =	kKh�, kKh�, … . , k�gh�\.  The peaks of the spatial 

spectrum  l�� occur at the incident angles and thus the 

DoAs can be estimated by observing the location of the 

peaks. 

 

3. Simulation Results 

 
In this section, the DoA estimation in TMCA using MUSIC 

algorithm is evaluated using Monte-Carlo simulations and 

the variation of the MSE in the estimation w.r.t. SNR is 

studied. The simulations are done in MATLAB R2022a 

and the related parameters for the simulation are listed in 

Table 1. Consider a single source for incident angles  

from 0D  to 360D  with a step of 5D . The MSE of the 

estimation for various values of SNR is given in Figure 2. 



It is clear that the circular TMA can estimate angles 

uniformly over the full azimuthal range and no ambiguity 

is observed. The MSE of the estimation reduces with SNR 

as expected. Now, consider four far-field narrowband 

uncorrelated sources with random codes and same carrier 

frequency arriving from  � = 20D, � = 135D , r =240D  and  t = 315D . The 8-element TMCA is used to 

receive the signals with SNR=15 dB. The directions of the 

four signals can be exactly determined from the peak 

locations in the spatial spectrum as in Figure 3. 

 

Table 1. Parameters for numeric simulation 

 

Parameters 

 

Values 

 

Carrier frequency, CD  

 

106 Hz 

 

Radius of circle, R 

half a 

wavelength 

 

Modulation frequency, 3  

 

104 Hz 

 

Sampling frequency, 3:  

 

108 Hz 

 

Number of antenna elements, � 

 

8 

 

Order of selected harmonic 

components, T 

 

8 

 

 
Figure 2. MSE of the estimation under different incident 

directions for various values of SNR. 

 

If  the incident angles differ by 1D, then the angles can be 

estimated with high accuracy when the SNR is about 50 

dB. Consider two incident angles � = 123D and � =124D . The MUSIC spectrum for various SNR values is 

given in Figure 4. The two peaks corresponding to the 

incident directions can be clearly distinguished at SNR=50 

dB.  The performance of the DoA estimation for angles 0D 

to 360D  using MUSIC algorithm for both TMCA and 

conventional UCA is given in Figure 5. It shows that both 

architectures give comparable performance. 

 
Figure 3. MUSIC spectrum of 8-element TMCA with 4 

sources. 

 

 
Figure 4. MUSIC spectrum of  2 sources with angle 

difference 1Dfor various SNR values. 

 

 
Figure 5. Comparison of performance of TMCA with 

conventional UCA. 



4. Conclusion 

 
In this paper, the performance of the direction finding 

method in the TMCA using MUSIC algorithm is presented. 

The simulation results demonstrate the full azimuthal 

coverage of the TMCA at high SNR with no angle 

ambiguity. The directions of multiple incoherent sources 

can be estimated with high accuracy and resolution. The 

TMCA with MUSIC algorithm gives almost similar 

performance to conventional UCA.  
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